Technical Rider

This Technical Rider is part of the Agreement signed between the Presenter and the Company. Arrangements might be made in accordance with the Company Technical Manager.

No items may be waived or changed without the expressed written consent of the Company.

STAGE

The ideal stage dimensions of the show are 12 m (width) x 12 m (depth), however we are willing to consider a reduction of the show in case of small venues - in this case the dimensions are to be agreed with the director.

We require Black box or Italian Black Box, it depends on the space, and black carpet.

Fake ash will be scattered on the stage.

A mobile support is required to be positioned on the right side of the stage, during the show a bag weighing about 2/3 kg will be dropped on the stage. We require 3 kg of sand to fill the bag, and a rope.

Booth’s table 3 meters long for Light/Audio and Subtitle.

1 table and 1 clothes hanger stand behind the blackdrop
**SOUND**

We request:

- 1 sound system Left/Right + subwoofer suitable for the theater.
- 3 stage monitors.
- 1 microphone SM 58
- 1 microphone stand for SM58
- 1 handheld wireless microphone Sennheiser or similar
- 2 wireless microphone systems with bodyback transmitter and micro DPA 4060 omnidiretional color beige (only cable without headset) or similar
- 1 stage box from stage to the booth
- 1 Digital Mixer Audio with 14 input/ 6 aux
- 2 D.I. box

**LIGHT**

We request:

- 16 PC 1000 with barndoors and hangers.
- 4 ETC Source Four Zoom 750 25/50° with hangers + 3 iris
- 8 LEDs BAR RGBW Full Color 20° 1 meter with cable and ALISCAF hangers
- 3 PAR 64 CP 61 1Kw with barndoors and hangers
- 3 PAR LED 7x12W RGBW Full Color 25° with cable and hangers.
- 4 power points on stage (schuko plugs)
- 2 floor stand for light
- 1 DMX splitter
- 24 dimmer channels
- 2 dmx universe from booth to the stage
- 1 fog machine
- 1 ETC Nomad (e dmx universe) / Chamsys Magicq Pc Wing Compact (2 dmx universe) Light Console.

The Leds Bars will be setted up vertically, 4 on the left and 4 on the right of the scene for the lighting of the PVC backdrop, 2 tubes (diameter 5 cm) with a height of at least 4 meters setted on the base are required.
VIDEO

We request:

- 1 Video projector (HDMI) for subtitles minimum 6000 Ansi Lumen with interchangeable lens and with Shutter controllable through a remote control to the booth.
- Black panel for subtitles (4 meters long)

COMPANY’S MATERIAL

- PVC blackdrop
- 20 led tube wireless
- 3 led tube wireless Astera

FIT UP

First day: from 9am to 8pm / Second day from 10 am to the show

TECHNICAL STAFF REQUIRED

- 1 sound technician
- 1 or 2 electrician
- 2 stagehands

END UP: 2 hours

Technical Manager

Theo Longuemare 00393284433713 / e-mail: info.theo.longuemare@gmail.com

Simona Gallo 0039 3284791728 / e-mail: smngallo@gmail.com